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Organization for Basic Training (OBT) Chiro Village 

Our year in 2014 

 

 

OBT Key Stats 

 

Children attending OBT in 2014 
(in 2013) 

 

203 
183 

 

Volunteers with OBT in 2014 
 

65 

 

Total revenue in 2014 $31,912.70 

Founded in 2007, OBT is made possible by our generous contributors, volunteers and 

community members. The year 2013 saw some significant advancement along the OBT 

mission, including the construction of the two school buildings, the local water well, and the 

first guest bungalow. 

With the help of our contributors, 2014 was a big year for us here at OBT. This report 

outlines our progress throughout the year along a number of projects as well as our plans 

the future in 2015. We look forward to continuing this trend in the year to come. We hope 

you find this report informative and that our work inspires your continued contribution to 

our mission here in Chiro Village. 
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OBT PROJECTS - 2014 

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

In the year 2014, OBT made a lot of improvements to the classes offered to their students.  

In March 2014 Mr. Thy took over management of the 

lessons with OBT.  Having grown up in the Kampong 

Cham area, he started first as a volunteer with the school. 

Mr. Thy is now employed with OBT and coordinates the 

classes, trains the other local teachers, and also teaches 

both English and Math classes. Mr. Thy is financed by two 

volunteers who worked with him when he was a volunteer 

- Thank you for your continued contribution Anna and 

Edward! 

Pictured right: Parents of OBT students come to the school to meet with 

teachers. 

 

English 

During this past year, volunteers developed an improved structure for OBT classes, as well 

as training for our local teachers. The school-year is now divided into 3 terms, with classes 

offering 7 different levels of instruction from 0 up to C1. In total there are 13 classes. With 

the teachers trained locally by OBT staff and volunteers, we also now have six more 

teachers for daily English lessons.  An exam to monitor progress is administered monthly at 

every level.  

Mr. Thy also developed a diversified weekly lesson plan to better serve the students current 

level of English using the books and resources available. Monday and Tuesday teachers are 

now working from “Let`s Go” book, instruction children in English grammar and building 

questions and answers. On Wednesday and Thursday, students work on improving their 

spelling and vocabulary, using a collection of the most important vocabulary sets for their 

current level. Vocabulary words are always connected to pictures to make them easier to 

understand and remember. Fridays we students work on reading comprehension using short 

texts according to their reading level.  

Every Sunday Mr. Thy trains the local English teachers, working to improve pronunciation 

and teaching techniques. English movies are also shown on Sundays in one of the 

classrooms for students to watch.  

The result of these changes has made English lessons at OBT more rigorous, resulting in 

more engaged and committed students. With lessons continually building on each other and 

advancement exams regularly assessing student progress, the structure is now much easier 

and more interesting for students to engage with. Additionally, the new, more structured 

teaching plan allows volunteer teachers to step in and out as they need while continuing to 

advance student curriculum, avoiding unnecessary repetitions in coursework.  
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Equipment and Supplies 

In addition to the improved teaching plan we purchased new equipment with funds raised 

for make learning easier and more fun for OBT students.  

We purchased the “Let`s Go” English curriculum books in every level of difficulty, enough so 

that every student can take their book home.  To support these books, we also included the 

corresponding CDs. This way the students can listen to native English speakers and study 

on their own even when no volunteers are available to speak with them directly. 

In 2014 we also purchased a color printer and a laminator so teachers can make flashcards 

and print or copy teaching materials. It is much easier for students to stay engaged with 

lessons using supplies such as these. Another important addition to our classrooms this year 

was more fans. This has been quite effective in helping both teachers and students to better 

concentrate during lessons. 

OBT Volunteers were also able to arrange the import of 150 schoolbooks from the UK to 

provide additional teaching resources. These “Headway” books from Oxford, however, were 

determined to be too advanced for most of the current students’ level after one term of use. 

The books are now being used for the local teacher trainings, as well as by more advanced 

students for home study during school holidays.  

Mathematics 

Mr. Thy started a Math class in 2014 for OBT students. Thanks to the fundraising efforts of a 

previous volunteer, OBT acquired 10 tablets for math students to work with a special online 

math program. This program allowed students to study at their own tempo and offered 

personalized problem sets to solve. In total, 56 students applied to take part in the math 

lessons.  

Unfortunately, after 6 months of normal use most of the tablets no longer functioned 

correctly due to their low quality and environmental stress in the heat. Furthermore, as 

most students were initially interested in the technology and innovative learning style 

offered by the tablets, many of the students became disengaged without the tablets. Mr. 

Thy has continued to offer the Math classes without the tablets, although the class size has 

been reduced to only 8 students. We look forward to looking for other ways to bring 

innovation to the math class and engage more OBT students in learning this important skill. 

Music and Dance 

Lessons in Khmer music and dance are seeing 

consistent engagement from OBT students. In addition 

to the classes at OBT, we are also supporting our music 

students with fees for additional classes at the public 

school, as well as the costs for documents and/or 

breakfast at the school.  
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CHIRO VILLAGE 

Alongside all of our projects related to the school and teaching, we also have a number of 

community projects to improve practical knowledge and resources available to all Chiro 

villagers.  

Organic Farming 

In 2014 we were quite fortunate to have a wonderful volunteer from England, Annie, who 

started the organic farming project. Annie spent two weeks in Thailand training on an 

organic farm and then brought her knowledge back to 

Chiro Village. Annie and Sophal, OBT’s Director, along 

with the children designed an organic garden behind the 

school and accommodation buildings. Starting with 

eggplant and beans, the garden has since grown to 

include more and more produce including corn, 

bananas, and cabbage. A fence was also built around 

the area to protect crops from the neighboring cows and 

other animals.  

Since the start of the organic garden, Chiro villagers have learned more about how healthy 

organic produce can be – and how good it tastes! Some local farmers have expressed 

interest in organic farming techniques, including non-chemical 

pesticide treatments. These techniques can help local villagers 

reduce expensive chemical pesticide and hybrid seed costs on their 

own farms, as well as adopt healthier organic eating habits. 

As the garden and its plants mature, the produce could eventually 

be sold at local markets, for example, to help generate income for 

OBT teachers.  

Village life 

At the end of 2014, some wonderful OBT volunteers, Alfredo and 

Manuela Rossy, began an ongoing breakfast service for the Chiro 

villagers in need. Every morning, 20 of the poorest villagers are served 

breakfast and drinking water in the town. In January of 2015, the 

Rossy’s and Sophal, OBT Director, built a public toilet for use by all 

villagers. Most villagers had no access to a proper bathroom before. 

Since the toilet was installed, many Chiro Villagers use the facility. OBT 

also sponsors for hand washing for this public restroom.  

Another generous OBT volunteer contributed a computer and a color 

printer to the village government. 
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CONSTRUCTION  

The beginning of 2014 was characterized by a good deal of construction work. We look 

forward to improving our new structures, especially for endurance through the rainy season, 

as well as continuing to build new structures for the students and the whole of Chiro Village. 

Library 

In early 2014, OBT Chiro Village completed the construction of the 

current library building. With fundraising by OBT contributors Kelly 

Duqueine and Victor Ghizaru, as well as helping hands from local 

Chiro Villagers and volunteers, the library building and study room 

now houses many books and musical instruments for the children’s 

studies at OBT.  

Accommodations 

Thanks to great fundraising and a lot of hard working volunteers and helpful local hands, we 

completed construction of a Bamboo Bungalow and Riverside House in early 2014. These 

two buildings are now used as visitor accommodations, allowing more and more people to 

visit OBT and become familiar with our work. Visitor accommodation fees help us raise 

funds for projects, as all revenue from accommodations goes directly into school and Chiro 

village projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In the year 2014, we accommodated 124 visitors. We now advertise our accommodations 

on websites such as I like local, Tripadvisor and Lonely planet. 

School facilities 

In addition to building additional accommodations, in early 2015 we were 

also able to raise the school and library buildings higher from the ground 

in order to lessen damage during the rainy season. For one month or so 

around August the entire village, including OBT school buildings, is 

underwater!  

(school pictured above) 
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OBT PROJECTS - 2015 

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

Higher Education 

Many of the students at OBT will one day find themselves without the means to continue on 

to college or even high school due to the prohibitive school fees. Often Cambodian families 

find they are not able to send their children on to higher levels of education. This is why 

OBT would like to start a fund to ensure our students can eventually progress to these 

higher levels and keep doors open for their futures. 

Computer classes 

Given the increasing need for technical skills, we would like to offer computer resources and 

training to use computer programs and conduct research online. These basic computer skills 

can give the children an edge in the job market as well as when moving on to higher 

education. 

Teacher uniforms  

Mr. Thy currently buys uniform shirts for all teachers to ensure they look professional when 

teaching and also to instill pride in their work when they travel to neighboring towns. We 

would like this to be maintained for all OBT teachers in the future. 

CHIRO VILLAGE 

Chicken Farm 

Similar to the organic garden, OBT would also like to build a chicken coop to raise and farm 

chickens for the village. In addition to providing a local source of food for the community, 

the chicken coop could also provide a source of knowledge and information for the Chiro 

villagers that they can bring back to their individual families. 

Water Pipeline 

In addition to the water well and drinking water made available to the community already 

by OBT, we would like to build a more sustainable source of drinking water for the Chiro 

Village. By creating a local source of clean drinking water we could ensure better hygiene 

practices and self-sufficiency in the community, as well as reduce plastic waste associated 

with importing plastic water bottles and jugs to transport well and bottled water. 
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Soccer Team 

Many of the OBT students love to play soccer. We would like to encourage their interest 

further by hiring a professional trainer to come and teach them how to play and sign them 

up to play in the local soccer tournaments around Chiro Village. This would be a delight for 

many of the children and we hope to have the resources soon to make this dream a reality 

for them! 

 

CONSTRUCTION 

School Facilities 

One of the major construction projects on the books for 2015 is a new 3-room building, 

most importantly for a new computer lab for the children. The other rooms in the building 

could house the OBT office and student library. This would free up the current library 

building to be used for music practice and instrument storage.  

We also look forward to improving the roofing on the current library building as the current 

thatch roofing will not prove strong enough to withstand the rainy season. 

Accommodations 

The riverside house accommodation will also need some improvements to the walls and 

roofing in order to withstand strong winds around the Mekong river during the wet season. 
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STUDENTS AFER OBT 

SALA BAI 

Located in Siem Reap, Sala Bai is a French-run NGO that offers hospitality training to 

underprivileged youths in Cambodia. The NGO also assists the students in finding 

employment within the hospitality industry once they graduate. OBT has been working in 

partnership with Sala Bai since 2009 and in that time we have had 12 graduates receive 

training with the NGO. 

SALA BAI GRADUATES 

Chey Eang 

Chey Eang graduated from OBT in 2009 and was the very 

first student from OBT to receive training at Sala Bai. 

Coming from a rural farming family, the opportunities 

available to him were minimal. It was particularly difficult 

for Chey Eang as his family was not supportive of his 

vocational studies and fought to keep him in the village to 

work. However thanks to the education he received from 

both OBT and Sala Bai, he is now employed by Heritage 

Line cruise company where he works in housekeeping. 

Sithat Phan 

Sithat graduated from OBT in 2011. For 

women in Cambodia it is traditionally 

expected that they will get married 

young and take care of the home and 

children. Because of this, the number of 

women receiving a good level of 

education is minority. This is why the 

vocational training offered by OBT and 

Sala Bai is important as they offer equal 

opportunity to both genders and do not 

recognize traditional male bias.  

Sithat stopped study in Grade 11 as her parents did not have money to support her up until 

university. Shortly after joining OBT, she became an English teacher to the children in Chiro 

Village. After she was at a competent speaking and writing level, she was sent to Siem Reap 

to train at Sala Bai. She chose the department of food and beverage as it allowed her to 

practice more English with the foreign guests. 
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Since Sala Bai, she has received internships at a number of reputed hotels in Siem Reap 

such as the Heritage Suite Hotel and Victoria Angkor Hotel. She now works on the 

JAYAVARMAN cruise liner, part of the Heritage Line suite. Her husband, also a OBT 

graduate, works on the JAHAN. Sithat says, ‘My husband and I would like to say thank you 

very much to teacher Pot Sophal, OBT and also Sala Bai for helping us to get a good job for 

us and our family. Thank you!’  

Chheun Ratha 

Ratha, at 22 years of age, is yet another success story for us at OBT. He finished high 

school in 2011 at Preas Shihanuk high school, in Kompong Cham province. In 2010, during 

his studies at the high school, he learnt and taught English at OBT. After Ratha finished high 

school and OBT, he had a chance to study at Sala Bai, intake 10th   in Front Office 

department in Siem Reap in August 2011.  

He says, ’My difficulties during studying at Sala Bai are communicating confidently with 

guests, especially irate costumers. After I graduated from Sala Bai in 2011, my first 

experience is Raffles Grand Hotel D’angkor, a luxurious five star hotel in Siem Reap. In the 

hotel, I’m a butler who takes care of the guests who stay in private villas. I am proud to 

work as a butler. First, I wanted to be a receptionist but everything changed and I was 

chosen to be a butler by the hotel manager of Raffles. I love my job so much. In the future 

I want to be a professional butler in luxurious hotels.  

I am sure that my family supports me. Because if I 

compared myself to the past it is really hard to say, I 

have a big family; my parents will not have enough 

money for me to continue to University. And I don’t 

know how I can get a good job. I am grateful that OBT 

and Sala Bai provided me a chance to step inside the 

hospitality industry. Studying at the OBT was important 

to me - both basic English and practice including rural 

activities. I hope that the young disadvantaged children 

will be taught English because it is easy for them to find 

a good job to develop themselves and our country. To 

be a modern country they need knowledgeable people, 

especially the communication in English. The best thing 

for me about OBT was having fun with children about 

our lessons game, because they liked playing it and 

learning about it.' 

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES 

Next year we plan to develop connections with more NGO’s so that we can offer even more 

opportunities to our students once they complete their education at OBT. We want to give 

the students as much support as we can to help them step into the world of work and obtain 

good employment.  
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FUTURE CHALLENGES 

CONTINUING NEED 

Chiro Village Mission 

OBT provides free-of-charge English, mathematics, and traditional music and dance classes 

to the children of Chiro village. These classes improve the children’s chances of going on to 

higher education and increases their employment prospects. OBT also conducts projects to 

benefit the Chiro Village community as a whole, providing children and other villagers with a 

safe environment to live, play and grow. 

OBT is registered as a local NGO, accredited by the Cambodian Ministry of Interior since July 

2nd, 2009. 

Chiro Village Context 

Children in Cambodia are offered some schooling free of charge by the state. These 

offerings are limited, however, even at an early age. It is for this reason that OBT provides 

coursework supplementary to that provided by Cambodian public schooling.  

Moreover, high school and beyond requires that families pay fees for their childrens’ school 

attendance, creating an insurmountable barrier to education for many children once they 

reach the age of 13. OBT currently provides supplementary courses in English, math and 

music studies. In the future, we aim to sponsor children over 13 so that they may also 

attend public school through high school. We also aim to increase the quality of current 

courses and resources available both to OBT students and teachers alike. 

In addition to focusing solely on the children’s educational opportunities, OBT also 

understands the need for children to grow up in a safe and nurturing environment, with 

opportunities to learn both in and outside of school. It is for these reasons that OBT invests 

time and energy into community projects as well to increase safety and local knowledge, 

promoting a nurturing and self-sufficient community in Chiro Village. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured left: OBT volunteer helps with village project 

collecting and processing tobacco for sale. 
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FINANCIALS  

OBT depends primarily on volunteer fundraising, cash and in-kind donations, as well as 

earned income for project funding. See a breakdown of OBT income in 2014 on the next 

page. 

OBT Income 2014 

Individual donations $8,226.38 

Fundraising $5,034.37 

 

Earned income $3,646.64 

 

Music Performances $15,005.31 

Total 2014 income $31,912.70 

Many of the donations we received and fundraising conducted on our behalf was to support 

specific projects completed during the year. Here is the breakdown of our project spending 

for 2014: 

OBT Project Expenses 2014 

Teacher salaries 17.59% $5,589.50 

Performer salaries 2.47% $786.38 

 

Transportation 4.01% $1,275.53 

 

School supplies 18.10% $5,752.04 

Office expenses 3.41% $1,083.02 

Student allowance 3.10% $985.75 

Electricity .74% $234.30 

Water .07% $20.75 

Food 2.61% $830.21 

Construction 30.35% $9,647.98 

Bicycle repairs .96% $303.75 

Personal care .01% $3.75 

Decoration and environment .25% $78.50 

Other (children’s clothes, repairs, seed, land, etc.) 16.34% $5,193.83 

 

Total 2014 expenses 

 

100% 

 

$31,785.27 
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Fundraising Strategies 

OBT employs a variety of fundraising strategies and looks to further diversify these efforts 

in the near future. Many of our larger construction projects and ongoing initiatives, such as 

village breakfast and community drinking water, have been funded by our dedicated and 

generous volunteers, whether themselves or through their own fundraising efforts.  

Another source of fundraising income comes from the children’s musical performances on 

the Heritage Line cruise ships. Visiting tourists on the cruise liner can donate after seeing 

the children perform and contribute to OBT projects. 

In the future we look forward to employing more web-based fundraising strategies as well. 

In early 2014 we launched the OBT Chiro Village website on the wordpress platform. This 

raises awareness for OBT project and the organization’s mission. We look to leveraging this 

website to conduct fundraising through crowdfunding and social media platforms in the 

coming year. 

Earned Income Strategies 

In addition to traditional fundraising, OBT has found an important part of their financial plan 

relies on earned income activities. The construction of guest accommodations on-site in 

Chiro Village has brought in more regular 

income, with a small portion of lodging, 

food, and activities revenue going towards 

OBT costs, such as teacher salaries. The 

rest of the revenue from these visitors goes 

directly back to the community members 

who provide the food and services. These 

earned income strategies are more stable 

than many more grassroots fundraising 

efforts and help reduce dependence on less 

consistent sources of fundraising income, 

such as the Heritage Line music 

performances. 

Pictured above: OBT visitor bike rental 

How you can help 

We are very grateful to all of our volunteers, contributors, and visitors that have given OBT 

more and more visibility and funding in recent years. You continued efforts to contribute 

directly and share our work with your friends and family are greatly appreciated!  
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OBT VOLUNTEERS AND CONTRIBUTORS 

The OBT family is so grateful to all of our dedicated volunteers, without whom so much of 

our work in Chiro Village would not be possible. With more than 65 volunteers in 2014, 

several of whom stayed more than one month with us, we have seen a great deal of 

progress on a number of school and village projects. 

In addition to volunteer work, many OBT volunteers and supporters has also funded OBT 

projects and donated to our organization throughout the year. We are so grateful to have all 

of your support and look forward to keeping you all updated on the progress we make as a 

result of your generosity. Every dollar counts! 

Thanks so much to all of our supporters! 

 

 

 

 

 


